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N              10, 923     9, 613          1, 310 5, 461 7, 690*            - 2, 229

P2 O5         4, 188     3, 705              486        1, 466  2, 961             - 1, 493

K2 O           1, 454    11, 657 - 10, 202 1, 018            6, 994*            - 5, 976

Total        16, 565     24, 971      - 8, 406         7, 945          17, 645*            - 9, 701*

Source 69. Source 69. TandonTandon, H. L. S. FADCO, New Delhi. 240 (2004)  , H. L. S. FADCO, New Delhi. 240 (2004)  

Addition   Removal      Balance       Addition  Removal         Balance

Nutrient    Gross Balance Sheet (000 t)         Net Balance Sheet (000t)

Table 2 – An Illustrative Nutrient Balance Sheet of Indian Agriculture
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Yadav, R.L, Kamta Prasrd and Gangwar, K. S. in: long term fertility 

management through integrated plant nutrient supply (1998). 

Rice wheat green gram 260     70      50        11. 5              328 30       305 

Maize-Wheat                      250     54      75          7. 60    247    37       243

Rice-Wheat                         250    44       84         8. 80  235     40      280

Pigeon pea –Wheat 144     52     100        4. 82             219 31      168

P. Milet-Wheat-Coepea 245      66      66 9. 22             500 59       483

(Fodder)

Soyabean –Wheat 145      61       0          7. 74             260 37      170         

Cropping system              Applied (kg ha-1)     Total yield         Total uptake

N         P        K        (t ha -1)            N       P        K

Table 3 – Nutrient uptake in important cropping system
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IPNI Research data (2007) 

Mango               15. 0                       100            25               110

Banana              57. 5                       322            73             1180

Pineapple          84. 0                       150            45 530

Papaya              80. 0                       225            60                180

Fruit crop         Fruit yield (t/ha)         N           P2 O5 K2 O

Table 4 - Nutrient removal (kg/ha) in fruit harvest
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Tandon, H.L.S (2000) Fertiliser development and consultation 

organization.  

Potato              40                175         80            310         40          20

Cabbage          70                370         85             480         60          80

Cauliflower       50                250       100             350         30          NA

Brinjal               60                175         40          300         30          10

Tomato             50                140         65             190         25          30   

Crop            yield (t/ha)         N         P2 O5         K2 O    MgO        S

Table – 5 Nutrient removal (kg/ha) by some vegetables 
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Rice- rice           180    90   90 360 165    41  213  448 -15   49  -123   -88

Rice-wheat        160    80   80 320 189    57  250  515 -29   23  -170  -190

Rice-potato- 260   180 180 620 316  490 490 999 -56    26  -310 -379

Sesame

Jute-vegetable  200     85 130      415 260  118 256   673 -60   -33 -216  -258

Department of agriculture, govt. of West Bengal. Soil tested-based fertilizer 

recommendations for principal crops and cropping sequences in West Bengal 

(2005).  

Crop Sequence   Nutrient added through  Uptake of nutrient by     Balance of NPK

fertilizers (kg/ha)              crop (kg/ha)                         (kg/ha) 

N      P     K     Total          N P     K   Total    N     P   K      Total 

Table 7 – Approxmiate addition and uptake plant by crops in different

popular cropping system in West Bengal  
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Present Situation

• Globally food production to be doubled in next three 
decades. 

• Emphasis on live stock needed 

• Climate change

• Inputs are costly 

• Use of increased fertilizers

• Irrigation water Not much

• High yielding varieties                               response 

• Water shortage

• Land decreasing 

• High market price. 
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Agriculture sector in India 

reaching at a crucial point.

• Continue to play vital role in national 
economy.

• GDP contribution declining over the 
years.

• Still 65% of our population relay on 
agricultural sector and not declining.

• On the above trend, many questions 
being raised.
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• How to achieve greatly accelerated levels 
of food productivity, which is stagnating 
for some time.

• How can such a growth be pursued – does 
not leave an impoverished resource 
base & can cop-up with adverse 
environmental impact.  

• How can productivity goals be met with 
booming population, social equivity and 
inclusiveness.
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We are standing at :
• Stagnating /declining productivity of major food, crops, 

pulses, oil seeds etc, in irrigated sector / vast rainfed area. 

• Wide spread problems of land degradation, 

* declining soil quality /fertility

* depleting water resources

* diminishing biodiversity.

• Increasing severity of environmental problems: 

* Pollution of surface and ground water

* Gases from industries, vehicular etc.

* Atmospheric loading of green house pollution.

• Need for adjustments and adaptations to climate change.

• Spiraling energy needs.
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The situation calls for a strategy different 
from that we have been pursuing thus far.  

More radical approach is needed with the 
strategy we need now must  reconcile our 
shorter needs of achieving enhanced 

productivity with in the frame work of long 

term sustainability.
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Globally ‘Conservation 
Agriculture” (CA), has emerged 

as an alternative to conventional 

agriculture and can be 

considered a strategic response 

to the multiple challenges that 

we face.
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Brief History Conservation  Agriculture

• Some say it began with Mayans:                                              
who utilized a stick to plant maize in unprepared soil.

• Others traced its principles as far back as Egyptians.

• Clearly CA in modern sense began in mid 20th century.

• With introduction of :

* Effective herbicides                                        

* No till                                     US in 1950’s

* Direct sowing of crops
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CA emerged from events in Brazil during 1970’ s – 1980’s 

Govt. Policy: - Shift from livestock ����crop based
farming on sloping,  high rainfall areas

of Southern Brazil  Farmers started 
plowing pastures to   plant Soybeans   

(this increased – soil erosion and land    

degradation): reduced productivity.  

Suggestions :- Terracing, Soil cover, avoiding soil 
disturbance
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By the end of 1970’s, an efficient no till/CA 
package developed and began to be adopted 
by the larger farmers and later, in 1990’s by a 

large number of small farmers
CA reflected in:

• Over coming land degradation.  

• By avoiding intensive soil tillage and maintaining soil cover

Gains

* improved soil OM
* reduced soil erosion

* less loss of nutrients 

* improve soil structure

* higher rain water productivity

* richer soil biology

* improved crop yields.       

CA in Brazil                  25 mha
CA in Argentina           18 mha

CA in Paraguay            2 mha
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Recent success wheat zero-tillage after puddle 

rice, now covering several million ha in indo-

genetic plains.

• Initial work zero-till began in south Asia: began in 

PAU as early in 1970 .

• On farm zero-till began in the early 1980’s in 

Pakistan when CIMMYT imported Aitcheson zero 
till drill from New Zealand for testing on farmers 

fields for wheat sowing : dates advancement. 

• Imported drills- expensive, few in no., heavy not 

suited to use by farmers, broke too easily with 

loose straw, further progress stalled-stubble 
retentision-rice stem borers.  
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• In 1988 attention shifted to India – 4 Aitcheson drills
from New Zealand to India. Ist to Pantnagar – on farm 
testing in 1990-91 season-slow pace “inverted T” from 
Aitcheson – in local  drill made original Pantnagar drill. 
(dealer ship near Pantnagar).  

• In 1992 company fitted inverted  -‘T’ openers in 
conventional  - till drill.

• By 1994 it was ready for large scale testing.

• In 1994-96 adoption of this implement was accelerated 
due to herbicide – tolerant Phalanve minor.

• By 1995-96 – save on tillage and lesser weed in zero 
till fields.

• In 1999- 02 zero –till wheat exceeded 10,000 ha .

• By 2006- 07 – zero till wheat was around 3 mha. 
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In recent decades CA or its elements 

made progress in

• US

• The southern cone of Latin America

• Australia 

• China                                                           100 Million

• South and central Asia and                               ha 

• less progress in sub Saharan Africa
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• The presence of puddled rice in the 
rotation: permanent residue retention is 
not feasible.

• Until sustainable and highly by 
productive aerobic rice varieties and 
management  practices become 
available, the potencial for full CA in 
South Asia will remain in un fulfilled 

IN SOUTH ASIA
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From wheat

• Zero –till to resource conservation technology

(RCTs)

• including laser leveling of fields

• Surface seeding of wheat in low-lying, poorly-

drained areas.

• Site specific nutrient management in rice, 

• Bed planting fresh or permanent, for rice, wheat 

and other crops
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Components of Conservation 

Agriculture
• Laser leveling – water sawing 
• Zero –till ferti machine – enhance planting date 

and seeding in untilled soil. 
• Residue management after chopping left back on 

field surface. 
• Ridge and furrow system : Maize, wheat, cotton, 

soybean.
• Permanent bed planting – wheat, cotton sunflower, 

soybeans. 
• Recycling of farm waste, cattle shed, poultry / 

piggery yard residue and vegetable and fruit 
mandies wastage, with rural and urban organic 
residue.
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Constraints

• Laser land leveleers, ridge furrow making machine, 
straw chopper/ shredder, combine harvester, zero-till 
seed cum fertilizer drill are out of the reach of the 
small farmers until custom hiring is strongly 
introduced. 

• Straw is a waste in Punjab, Haryana, Western UP and 
being burned or sold for animal feed and for glass and 
other packaging industries, brick kilns owners etc. 

• No definite and proper system developed / evolved for 
on farm and off farm organic residue recycling.

• Use and efficiency of bio fertilizers yet to be properly 
organized and harvested. 
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Benefits

• Reduced production costs (labour fuel, 
machinery wear and tear). 

• Crop residue left on the surface (reduce run off 
and soil erosion, conserve rain water in –situ 
and over a period enhance O.M. 

• Improving soil fertility and capacity of soil to 
retain and supply moisture). 

• The nature and extant of benefits on farming 
prevalent : inter- cropping, agro-forestry 
strengthen ecology for sustainable agriculture.

• Better utilization of time and space.

• Farmers income enhanced. 
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• Scientific soundness of principles guiding CA practice is 
not in doubt.

• Wide spread adoption is a challenge to both scientific 
and farming communities alike.

• Change in the mind set needed. 

• Farmers to adopt integrated approach.

• Scientists to understand, appreciate and respect the 
farming community ‘ s experience and knowledge will be 
decisive to promote CA practices. 

• Emergence of farmers led movement backed by 
efforts of scientific community that will create a demand 
led research programme.

How to make  CA working
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